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Analysis of signal to noise and directivity characteristics 
of DAS VSP at near and far offsets — A CO2CRC Otway 
Project data example

Abstract
During the last decade, distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) 

has emerged as a new technology for seismic acquisition. DAS 
has the potential to reduce the cost of permanent monitoring 
operations over time as it offers long equipment survivability 
and requires minimum maintenance. However, broad adoption 
of DAS technology still faces some challenges, such as low 
sensitivity and high levels of noise compared to conventional 
seismic sensors. Recent developments in fiber-optic systems and 
cable designs aim to overcome these limitations. To understand 
how DAS can be used in monitoring applications, it is important 
to know how it behaves with varying offsets and incidence angles. 
An offset VSP survey was acquired, at the CO2CRC Otway 
Project, using a straight single-mode fiber, a straight “enhanced-
backscatter” fiber, and a conventional three-component geophone 
tool. The results from this survey show that DAS has the potential 
to provide similar, or even superior, quality data sets as conven-
tional geophones.

Introduction
During the last decade, distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) 

has emerged as a new technology for seismic acquisition. DAS 
has the potential to acquire acoustic data at high spatial sampling 
along the length of a fiber-optic cable. DAS is particularly promis-
ing for permanent monitoring as the cable can be installed per-
manently, offers long-term equipment survivability, and requires 
minimum maintenance. Permanent monitoring can aid in increas-
ing reservoir production and operations safety, though it is still 
an expensive practice. DAS has the potential to decrease signifi-
cantly the cost of permanent monitoring operations over time.

DAS acquires acoustic signal along a single-mode fiber similar 
to those used in standard telecom cables. Differences in the phase 
of the backscattered light are attributed to strain on the cable 
caused by impinging acoustic waves. Broad adoption of DAS 
technology still faces some challenges, such as low sensitivity and 
high levels of noise compared to conventional acoustic sensors. 
Recent developments in fiber-optic systems and cable designs aim 
to overcome these issues.

To understand how DAS can be used in monitoring applica-
tions, it is important to know how it behaves with varying offsets 
and incidence angles. Here, we show data from the CO2CRC 
Otway Project. The project, located in Victoria, Australia, is the 
first Australian CO2 geosequestration demonstration project. 
Since its inception in 2006, the Otway Project site has been 
developed as a world-class research facility for CO2 geosequestra-
tion research through a series of test injections into various 
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geologic formations. Seismic imaging of the evolution of the 
injected CO2 plumes has been carried out to provide assurance 
that the gas is safely stored in the subsurface and to validate our 
understanding of the behavior of CO2. Stage 1 of the project, 
completed in 2010, utilized conventional surface 4D seismic in 
conjunction with 4D vertical seismic profiling (VSP) acquired 
with geophones to conduct primarily assurance monitoring of 
65,000 t of a CO2/CH4 gas mixture injection into a depleted gas 
reservoir at 2 km depth (Jenkins et al., 2012; Gurevich et al., 
2014). The Stage 2C study successfully imaged the evolution of 
a small (5000–15,000 t) plume at 1.5 km depth using a buried 
geophone array and 4D VSP (Pevzner et al., 2017). Starting from 
a successful trial of DAS conducted on the site in 2012 (Daley 
et al., 2013), this technology became an important component 
of the seismic monitoring program. The Otway installation 
includes both a buried 3D DAS array and a fiber-optic cable on 
production tubing in the CRC-2 well (Correa et al., 2017). Due 
to the exceptionally broad seismic data coverage available for the 
site, it offers an ideal environment for testing the performance 
of DAS as a monitoring tool.

The new phase of the Otway Project, Stage 3, aims to establish 
cost-effective solutions for monitoring injected CO2, focusing on 
multiwell VSP acquisitions. The first appraisal well for Stage 3 
(CRC-3) was drilled in early 2017, with additional wells scheduled 
to be installed in 2018. The CRC-3 well was instrumented with 
two fiber-optic cables cemented behind the casing. The cables 
carry a combination of multimode fibers for temperature measure-
ments and both standard single-mode fibers and a newly developed 
fiber with increased sensitivity. Here we show the results of an 
offset VSP survey acquired using both types of fiber (standard 
single-mode and increased sensitivity fibers) and a conventional 
three-component (3C) geophone tool. We aim to compare DAS 
response from both systems and understand how it behaves with 
varying offsets and incidence angles. We hope the results from 
this survey will assist decision making when designing monitoring 
surveys with DAS technology.

Survey design and acquisition
The VSP data acquisition was conducted in May 2017 to 

improve seismic characterization of the subsurface, appraise the 
capability of the fiber-optic system, estimate its performance in 
different survey geometry configurations, and compare it with 
a conventional seismic locking-arm geophone array. The survey 
was conducted in the CRC-3 well, the first injector well for 
Stage 3 of the Otway Project. CRC-3 was drilled in the first 
quarter of 2017 to a depth of 1667 m. The completed CRC-3 
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well is instrumented with several designs of fiber-optic cables, 
which are clamped along the long string of casing and cemented 
in place.

During the survey, the seismic signal was recorded with two 
different optical interrogators. The second-generation DAS inter-
rogator developed by Silixa Ltd., referred to as an iDAS v2, was 
connected to the standard single-mode straight fiber. The latest 
version of Silixa’s iDAS, which we refer to as iDAS v3, consists 
of an interrogator with optimized architecture for use with a 
proprietary optical fiber (Constellation), exhibiting engineered 
backscattering properties. The Constellation fiber was designed 
to allow more bright backscattered light to reach the interrogator 
with an optimal ratio between forward propagating and reflecting 
laser energy. Sercel’s SlimWave downhole array consisting of eight 
shuttles with 3C geophones (Omni-2400 15 Hz) was deployed 
in the CRC-3 well and acquired data simultaneously with the 
fiber-optic systems.

Five locations for the offset VSP shot points, SP0, SP1, SP5, 
SP6, and SP7 (using continuous offset shot point numbering for 
all stages of the project; SP0 and SP1 were used in previous 
surveys), were chosen to cover a range of various azimuths and 
distances for the experiment (Figure 1). Shot points SP7 and SP0 
are check shot positions for the CRC-3 and CRC-1 wells, respec-
tively. Far offsets were mainly employed to explore potential 
limitations of DAS sensitivity at large distances.

The offset shot point locations were:

• shot point 7: ~50 m from CRC-3 well
• shot point 0: ~680 m from CRC-3 well
• shot point 1: ~970 m from CRC-3 well
• shot point 5: ~1025 m from CRC-3 well
• shot point 6: ~2000 m from CRC-3 well

For every offset shot point, the geophones depth range in the 
well is 295–1600 m, with a receiver spacing of 15 m. Both DAS 
records acquired the entire length of the well (0–1667 m) with a 
1 m recording spatial sampling.

A walkaway VSP (wVSP) survey was also acquired along 
existing roads, using 369 vibration points. The wVSP was con-
ducted using 26,000 lb Inova UNIVIB vibrator trucks, with 
source parameters set to 6–150 Hz linear 24 s sweep with a 4 s 
listen time. In total, five sweeps were shot per vibration point at 
the offset locations.

Conversion of DAS response to vertical particle velocity and 
comparison with geophone measurements

We aim to quantify the difference in the data quality of DAS 
and geophone measurements. Since DAS and geophones measure 
different physical quantities, a conversion from one to the other 
is necessary for such a comparison. Herein, we convert DAS data 
to the particle velocity, which is measured by geophones within 
an appropriate frequency range. Moreover, converting DAS data 
to particle velocity allows one to apply existing processing and 
imaging routines to the converted DAS data. An example of such 
a technique is full-waveform inversion (Virieux and Operto, 2009; 
Egorov et al., 2017).

DAS measures strain, or its rate of change, in the optical fiber 
(Parker et al., 2014). DAS response can be approximated as (Bona 
et al., 2017)

d
dt

(u(z−G / 2+ l ,t )−u(z+G / 2+ l ,t ))w(l )dl
L
∫ ,      (1) 

where u is the displacement along the direction of the fiber, G is 
the gauge length, L is the pulse width, and w(l ) is the function 
that defines the laser pulse shape. Several techniques may be used 
for the conversion of DAS data to particle velocity. Time integra-
tion is one of the methods commonly used for that purpose. Daley 
et al. (2016) apply rescaling of the time-integrated data using the 
local propagation velocity of seismic waves for the comparison 
with geophones. This technique requires knowledge of seismic 
velocities and does not automatically account for the wave propaga-
tion direction. Another approach is to integrate the data along 
the cable length. Herein, we use the conversion derived from 
equation 1, in which the displacement u is given by a monochro-
matic plane wave Ae−i(ωt−

!
k!x ). The derived DAS response is similar 

to that used by Bakku (2015) and Dean et al. (2017), with the 
exception of including the pulse length:

Aze
−i(ωt−kzz) ω

kz
(eikzL/2 − e−ikzL/2 )(eikzG /2 − e−ikzG /2 ) ,        (2) 

which compares to the response of a geophone:

−iωAze
−i(ωt−kzz).                                (3) 

Thus, the filter converting the DAS response to geophone response 
is equal to the ratio of expressions 2 and 3:

ikz
4sin(kzL / 2)sin(kzG / 2)

.                       (4) 

Figure 1. Survey map for the VSP acquisition in CRC-3 well, CO2CRC Otway 
research site.
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Filter 4 can be used to process the data directly. To avoid division 
by zero for certain values of kz, the filter can be regularized by 
adding a small parameter γ to the denominator. This parameter is 
similar to the water-level parameter commonly used in deconvolu-
tion. To pick γ, we first apply the filter without regularization, 
which correctly converts the waveforms but may contain noise in 
the output. Next, we test several γ values, compare each of the 
results to the unregularized processing output, and pick the smallest 
γ that attenuates the unwanted noise while preserving the waveforms 
of the unregularized result.

For small values of the wave vector component kz, the filter 
4 can be simplified by approximating sin(kzL/2) ≈ kzL/2 and 
sin(kzG/2) ≈ kzG/2:

−
1

ikzLG
,                                     (5) 

which is simply an integration along the fiber with reversed polarity 
multiplied by a scalar 1/LG. As the absolute value of seismic samples 
is usually given in arbitrary units, that scalar can be dropped.

The presented theory provides an easy way of correcting for 
both gauge length and pulse width. Dean et al. (2017) show that 
the effect of pulse width is significantly more subtle when compared 
to the effect of gauge length for pulse width smaller than approxi-
mately half the gauge length. The effect of pulse width is mostly  
 
evident for wavenumbers larger than the first zero of sin

kG
2

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ .  

 
To compare the results of the different types of conversion pro-
cedures, we use the data for shot point SP0, with offset of approxi-
mately 680 m. Figure 2a shows a raw DAS gather. This gather is 
integrated along the time axis (Figure 2b) and along the depth 
axis (Figure 2c). After the integration, we use median filter in 
the (x, t) domain to filter out low-wavenumber artifacts caused 
by the numerical integration. Figure 2d shows the gather corrected 
using the regularized filter 4 with the regularization coefficient 
γ = 0.0008. A reference gather acquired with geophones in the 
same well is shown in Figure 4e where the coarse depth sampling 
is clearly visible.

It is clear from the comparison of time-integrated DAS and 
geophone gathers that time integration does not correct the polarity 

of upgoing waves (the upgoing wave-
fields in Figure 2b and Figures 2c–e 
have opposite signs, which is indicated 
by green arrows). Wavefields in Figures 
2c–d show that the depth integration 
and the regularized filter 4 correct both 
the wavelet shape and the sign of the 
upgoing wavefield. Another difference 
between the conversion results is that 
the time-integrated result contains a 
visible converted reflected wave from a 
layer at ~500 m depth (indicated by red 
arrows). This wave has very low ampli-
tude on other conversion results and the 
geophone gather.

We pick a single trace at a depth of 
1030 m from the gathers and compare 
these traces in Figure 2f. This compari-
son shows that, for the displayed gather, 
the depth integration and the regular-
ized filter produce similar results. 
However, even for these filters, there is 
still a difference between the converted 
DAS traces and the geophone trace.

Comparison of the wavefield 
acquired from both DAS systems and 
geophones shows that for the nearest 
offset SP7 (Figures 3a–c), the three 
acquired data sets look similar. The 
geophones are able to clearly record 
P-wave reflections along the well, as 
expected. The level of noise on the data 
is low, except for the presence of the side 
lobes resulting from crosscorrelation with 
the vibroseis sweep, which are present 
in all three data sets. Geophone data are 

Figure 2. Conversion of DAS data to vertical component of particle velocity. (a) Raw DAS gather, (b) DAS gather 
after time integration, (c) DAS gather after depth integration, (d) DAS gather after correction using regularized 
filter, (e) geophone gather, and (f) comparison of traces at depth of 1030 m. Green and red arrows show differences 
between the conversion results.
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affected by tube wave noise as the tool is suspended in the well. On 
DAS gathers, the tube wave is almost absent (indicated by green 
arrows). DAS v3 shows a defect in the fiber at 1400 m, which 
occurred during the optical fiber fabrication process.

For the VSP acquired at a medium offset at shot point SP0, 
at approximately 600 m distance (Figures 3d–f), differences 
between geophones and DAS wavefields become more obvious 
due to differences in directional sensitivities of the receivers. For 
this shot point, both DAS systems are able to acquire the same 
PP-wave reflections as acquired by the geophones. The main 
difference between the DAS systems and geophones at this offset 
is seen at approximately 500 m depth, where DAS also acquires 
PS-wave reflections.

At shot point SP5 (Figures 3g–i) and SP6 (Figures 3j–l), at 
approximately 1 and 2 km distance, DAS v3 and v2 still compare 
reasonably well to geophone data. DAS is able to record upgoing and 
downgoing waves, as well as PS-waves. DAS v2 shows a significantly 
higher level of random noise when compared to DAS v3. Some events 
that arrive almost parallel to the fiber (indicated by red arrows) were 
not reconstructed by the conversion.

Comparison of signal-to-noise ratios
To analyze the performance across all recording systems for 

different offsets, we compare the VSP records acquired using 
geophones iDAS v2 with standard fiber and iDAS v3 with 
enhanced fiber at shot points SP7, SP0, SP5, and SP6 (shown in 

Figure 4) that represent near to far offsets. Since DAS senses the 
strain changes only along the direction of the fiber, we utilize 
only the vertical component of the geophones for the comparison. 
Unlike the geophones, DAS acquires the data along the entire 
length of the well simultaneously. By the end of the geophone 
acquisition, DAS acquired more than 50 shots for each offset 
point. To increase the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), we stack all 
the repeated shots for DAS data at each location. While the 
transformation of DAS measurements to the vertical particle 
velocity is important for comparison of the waveforms recorded 
by the different systems, for comparison of the S/N of the systems 
we opt to use the strain response of DAS, which we obtain by 
integration of the strain rate along time. We choose to use strain 
not only due to its wide use in the industry but also because the 
time integration does not contain artifacts that can be produced 
by the conversion to the particle velocity by the zeros in the 
presented filter. It is important to note that different conversions 
of the data might result in different S/N values.

S/N values were calculated by dividing the root-mean-square 
(rms) amplitude of a 20 ms window around the first breaks by the 
mean rms amplitude of a 20 ms window of noise in the beginning 
of the record, from depth 1000–1200 m. This interval was chosen 
as it gives a good representation of the background noise, free of 
correlation side lobe effects. Due to the high amplitude of the 
first breaks in comparison with reflected waves, this method of 
S/N estimation could, though, yield optimistic results that do 

not represent the S/N of reflected waves.
Figure 4 shows that the S/N of 

geophones, DAS v2, and DAS v3 
decreases with distance, as expected. 
Though, S/N in DAS v2 seems to 
decrease at a greater rate than geophones 
when acquiring at further offsets — 
geophones decay by 10 dB, while DAS 
v2 decay by 20 dB (Figures 4d and 4l). 
DAS v3 performance is significantly 
better than DAS v2 as S/N virtually 
remains the same. Visually, all systems 
present good quality records, showing 
similar reflections.

The S/N of the geophone data at a 
distance of 50 m, SP7, is approximately 
10 dB higher than for the DAS data 
sets. For this distance, DAS v2 and v3 
data sets have no significant difference 
in S/N (Figure 4d). While distance 
increases to 680 m at SP0, the S/N of 
DAS v2 decreases significantly, showing 
a decay of approximately 10 dB. DAS 
v3 shows similar S/N in comparison to 
geophone data (Figure 4h). The appar-
ent S/N discrepancy between DAS and 
geophones for the near offset can be 
attributed to the presence of noise likely 
caused by the air blast from the source 
(seen at approximately 200 ms).

Figure 3. (a, d, g, and j) Offset points SP7, SP0, SP5, and SP6 for geophone data, (b, e, h, and k) converted DAS v3, 
and (c, f, i, and l) converted DAS v2. Green and red arrows show differences between DAS gathers and geophone 
gather. Overall, DAS systems are able to record the same PP events as recorded by the geophones.
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At shot point SP5 (Figure 4l), 
1025 m from the well, DAS v3 and 
geophone data sets still have similar 
quality, while DAS v2 suffers a further 
10 dB loss. When data is acquired at 
SP6, at a 2 km distance, geophones S/N 
further decreases by 10 dB (Figure 4p). 
Because of the directivity, first breaks 
are not present in the DAS data at offset 
SP6, therefore S/N was not calculated. 
Upgoing and downgoing reflections are 
well imaged in both DAS v3 and DAS 
v2, despite the high level of random 
noise present in the latter. Directivity 
will affect waves closer to normal inci-
dence, such as direct arrivals. However, 
DAS is still sensitive to reflected waves; 
they are better captured on DAS data 
due to the higher spatial sampling.

To increase S/N, DAS data often 
can be stacked with repeated sweeps so 
they constructively add in signal and 
decrease random noise. S/N is calcu-
lated for DAS records after stacking of 
five sweeps and approximately 50 sweeps 
(maximum number of sweeps for each 
shot point varies from 48 to 60). Figure 5 
shows a histogram of the difference in 
S/N between five and 50 stacked shots. 
The difference represents the improve-
ment after stacking. For both DAS systems, S/N increases by 
approximately 10 dB. This shows that the improvement in S/N 
varies close to √N, N being the number of stacks. This suggests 
that the noise on DAS data is predominantly random. For far 
offsets on DAS v3, however, the improvement is slightly inferior, 
presenting approximately 7 dB of increase in S/N.

Directional sensitivity of DAS measurements
Direction of particle displacement affects the sensitivity of 

DAS systems drastically. Figure 6 illustrates the decay of first 
break amplitudes observed in DAS v3 and v2. To highlight the 
variations in amplitude caused by directivity, it is useful to elimi-
nate the effects of the spherical divergence and attenuation. This 
is done by normalizing the DAS amplitudes by the magnitudes 
of geophone 3C measurements.

At depths from 295 to 1600 m, incidence angles for shot point 
SP7 vary from 10° to 2°. At offset SP0, angles vary from 67° to 
23° and at offset SP5, from 73° to 31°. Amplitudes for both DAS 
systems decay approximately as cosine square of the angles of 
incidence, as predicted by Kuvshinov (2016) for straight single-
mode fibers. The scatter in the normalized amplitudes is likely 
caused by the interference of the direct and reflected waves and 
noise. For small incidence angles, amplitudes show an unexpected 
trend, probably caused by the normalization with geophone 
amplitudes, which are influenced by the compaction of the ground 
after repeated sweeping at the same location. While geophones 

Figure 4. VSP record acquired at different offsets with respective recording systems. (a, e, and i). Geophone vertical 
component data acquired at offset points SP7, SP0, and SP5, respectively. (b, f, and j) DAS v3 and (c, g, and l) DAS 
v2 also acquired at offsets SP7, SP0, and SP5, respectively. (d, h, and m) S/N for each data set at respective offset 
points. VSP records normalized trace by trace on the display.

Figure 5. Difference in S/N between DAS data stacked with five sweeps and 
approximately 50 sweeps. Differences in S/N for DAS v2 are in green, and those 
for DAS v3 are in purple. Overall, the improvement in S/N of data sets is close to 
10 dB, which corresponds to the square root of number of stacks.
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acquire the data at each section of the well at a time, its amplitudes 
present a slight change in source signature along the well.

Discussion and conclusions
DAS offers many advantages over the use of conventional 

geophones. However, it is often affected by the lack of sensitivity 
and high noise levels inherent in DAS data. Furthermore, straight 
fiber has a narrower directivity pattern compared to geophones. 
While these factors still hinder the broader application of DAS 
in the seismic industry, DAS technology continues to evolve 
rapidly. Thus, it is important to reevaluate its capabilities in 
comparison to standard geophones. Understanding how DAS 
behaves in respect to varying offsets and how directivity influences 
its amplitudes is crucial for a successful adoption of DAS in 
permanent monitoring.

We show the results of a field trial at the CO2CRC Otway 
site where we acquired VSP data using both 3C geophones and 
DAS cables cemented behind the casing with offset to shot point 
positions varying from 50 m to 1.8 km. DAS was acquired using 
a standard single-mode fiber and a new type of fiber with 
enhanced backscatter.

For near offsets, both DAS systems show similar S/N, with 
geophones being approximately 12 dB higher. This comes with 
the same source effort used for DAS and geophone acquisition 
(same number of shots required for the full geophone VSP by 
moving the seismic string were used to stack DAS data). If we 
decrease the number of shots on DAS to mimic the number of 
shots recorded by geophones at each level, the difference would 
be greater. However, S/N on DAS data is high, and the record is 
visually similar to the geophone record. An important aspect is 
that, due to the higher spatial sampling, DAS data might provide 
more detailed velocity information compared to geophones.

S/N for the single-mode fiber decreases significantly at far 
offsets, where it shows a loss of 20 dB at 1025 m distance compared 

to Constellation, where it remains high at far offsets. Although 
noise in single-mode fiber was significantly higher, reflected waves 
are well pronounced on all DAS records. There is no doubt that 
the DAS data can be used for imaging and monitoring purposes. 
It is also obvious that for the very far offsets (SP6, 1.8 km) reflected 
waves are better captured by DAS compared to geophones due 
to higher spatial sampling.

In conclusion, from our perspective, data acquired with fiber-
optic sensors deployed behind the casing potentially outperform 
geophone data for seismic monitoring applications. This is largely 
valid for both standard single-mode and Constellation fibers, but 
the latter fibers clearly provide higher quality data for the large 
offsets/incidence angles. However, in many cases, deployment of 
the fiber-optic cable behind the casing is not viable (for instance, 
when the well is already drilled or when there are risks of com-
promising a newly drilled well’s integrity by deploying equipment 
behind the casing). We believe these are the cases where impact 
of such fiber with higher sensitivity will be the greatest.

To establish an accurate comparison, we have proposed a filter 
that converts DAS data to geophone equivalent. After conversion, 
the DAS signature becomes very close to the geophone signature, 
correcting for polarity differences of the upgoing and downgoing 
fields. Such conversion is also necessary when using DAS in 
applications that require particle velocity response, such as in 
full-waveform inversion. 
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